The 66th Rallye Sanremo ready on the launch pad
In the long weekend that runs from Wednesday 10th to Saturday 13th April, the motor sport event of
the Western Liguria returns with its four scheduled races: modern rally, valid for CIR, ERT and for
the R-GT Cup; the historic race, valid for CIRAS and TERH; the Regularity Flower Cup, valid for
the Italian specialty championship and the Leggenda. As if that weren't enough to thrill enthusiasts,
a Lancia Stratos meeting is scheduled.
SANREMO (IM), 21 gennaio – The organizational phase of the 66th edition of the Rallye
Sanremo proceeds with the wind at its back, which from Wednesday 10th to Saturday 13th April
will bring in the City of Flowers the crews participating in the four races, that will make Western
Liguria the center of Italian competitive motorsport.
The highlight of the event will be the 66th Rallye Sanremo which will be valid as the second round
of the Italian Rally Championship, as well as having international value as the opening race of the
European Rally Trophy and third round of the FIA GT Cup, a series that will bring on the tarmac
of the Ligurian hinterland the most beautiful rally Gran Turismo. The competition structure is
classic with reconnaissance, sporting checks, scrutineering and shakedown on Wednesday and
Thursday. In the afternoon of Friday 12th April the start of the rally and the super special stage in
Porto Sole, and night stages. Saturday second leg with the end of the race in the evening. Great
interest also for the 34th Historic Sanremo Rally, valid for the Italian Historic Car Rally
Championship and as the second round of the European Rally Historic Tour, which will be
disputed together with the modern rally.
To be followed with interest also the 33rd edition of the Media Regularity Cup of Flowers, valid
also for the Italian Championship that will develop on the same roads of the rallies crossing its
times both with the modern national race, and with the historic one. And finally there is the
opportunity for competitors who want to concentrate their efforts in just one day to run across the
mythical roads of the "Sanremo" to compete in the 11th edition of the "Sanremo Leggenda" valid
for the Italian Cup of the Zone that will be developed for full on Saturday 13 April. But the
surprises are not over since on the occasion of the race there is a meeting of the Lancia Stratos, the
car probably most loved by rally enthusiasts, with the Turin Sedan, unbeatable in the seventies, who
will return to concentrate in the city of Sanremo.
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